Your last
name may not
be Motherson.
But you’re
still a part of
our family.

The Motherson Group is one of the 21 largest and fastest growing full system solutions providers to the global automotive industry,
serving multiple further industries, such as rolling stock, aerospace, medical, IT, and logistics, with over 135,000 employees across 41
countries worldwide. Samvardhana Motherson Reydel Companies (SMRC) is the group’s specialist for innovative car and truck
interiors. With facilities in Europe, Asia, and South America, we design, develop, and manufacture complete high-quality interior
systems, such as cockpits, centre consoles, door panels, and decorative surfaces for multiple vehicle manufacturers worldwide. Given
our fast growth, we are constantly looking for talented new colleagues to become part of our team.
TENHICAL CENTER OF HARNES

MANUFACTURING ENGINEER (M/F)
Your tasks.

And you got.










Reporting to the process engineering department, the
Manufacturing Engineer :
Designs and implements the manufacturing processes in
the factory for all new projects in compliance with Quality,
Cost, Deadlines and Safety (QCDS) requirements.
Is responsible for internal deliverables (Manufacturing
feasibility, FMECA Process, business/project indicators,
CDC equipment (tools/machinery excluding injection
tooling), manufacturing synoptic, etc.) and customer
deliverables (Manufacturers and plant(s)).
Is based on the project platform during the design phase,
and then will be moved to the final site(s) during the
industrialization phase.

Your profile.






Engineering degree or equivalent
Knowledge of manufacturing processes and economic
indicators and their impacts would be a plus.
Knowledge of tools (IQF, Interproj); RFQ construction
Mastery of the FMEA Process
Fluent English







Analytical skills: Knowledge and mastery of internal and
external Process Audits is your second passion.
Kaizen spirit: Iskikawa, SMED, 5S have a meaning with
you; you are a master in the improvement tools.
A manager's heart:
Projects: Steering, planning, action plans and technical
subjects have no secrets for you.
Your leadership help you to support functional teams to
ensure the success of the projects
Mobility : Regular trips to production sites

How to apply.


Send your CV and Motivation Letter to Tiphaine PIATON
(Human Resources Development and Training Manager) at
tpiaton@smrc-automotive.com before 15th February 2021

